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Rootless pixel launcher pro apk

Amir ZaidiLast updated on May 19, 2019 To see Google News Feed on the left, and fully utilised At A Glance, installing the Pixel Bridge is necessary. This is due to restrictions made by Google. Installation instructions 1. Go to 2. Under the assets, click on pixelbridge.apk 3. Let your phone download the apk file 4. Install
the apk file when it finishes downloading 5. Long press the background on your home screen and go to Home Settings 6a. Shade Launcher - Select Pixel Bridge as your News Feed 6b. Non-Root Pixel Launcher - Enable the Google Display option app Option 7. Go to your phone's security settings 8. Disable installation
from an unknown source if you enable it for installation Why do I need it? My RootLess Pixel Launcher builds up to version 3.7 including all functions in one application. However, this means the Play Store release is impossible. If I wanted to make this possible, I had to follow Nova and Lawnchair and make my own
additional app that would make it work. So I started programming, and created the Pixel Bridge. Technical details for why this additional application needs to be interesting. Google App creates and shows the Google News Feed used by launchers. The launcher can request a feed to appear and then Google App
acknowledges this request. Unfortunately, it only does this for system applications and debug applications. The system app requires roots to install and debug apps not allowed to be published in the Play Store. So installing apk from other sites is the only solution. Previously my launcher took care of this on its own, but
this got it temporarily banned from the Play Store by Google. Everything has been transferred to the site ever since, to avoid another suspension. Help, I get an error! Some people, such as Pixel and Nokia users, may not be able to install this. They'll get uninstalled App errors. This happens because these people
already have a real Pixel Launcher or Android One Launcher installed. The launcher contradicts my Pixel Bridge, and cannot be installed at the same time. My older version of the Rootless Pixel Launcher can also provide this error on other devices. Make sure all third-party Pixel Launchers are removed from your device
before attempting to install the Pixel Bridge. Shade Launchers have support for other feed platers as well, in case the Pixel Bridge is not installed. When you use Shade, you can try installing aidlbridges.apk instead of pixelbridge.apk from the pages linked above. This is a version that only handles News Feed, so it doesn't
cause conflicts like the Pixel Bridge. Rootless Pixel 2 Launcher for Android 7.0 - 8.1 Pixel Launcher 2 Not long ago. But some traits only work when installed as a system application so I decided to create this. Features - Based on Pixel P-4623511 Saddle - Power google now and weather without installing as a system
application - Correct the blue folder on on device - Swap loghat color to pixel blue - Add round icon shape for Nexus on stock O - Force round icon selection - Force choice of colored Google logo - Dark theme - Dark text theme - Fixed button that can be seen in the app drawer Here's a small video in action. Easy. Just
download the apk and open it. And don't forget to pair your old Pixel Saddle first (if you already have one). It was only tested on 7.1.1. If this works on other versions of Android, please report it back. Download - View attachment 4496135 (Based on P DP2 launcher, no modded features yet) - Pixel 2 Launcher modded
v5.3 from GitHub or Telegram (based on P-4623511, for Android 7.0+) - View attachment 4416379 (based on 8.1.0-4429924, for Android 5.0+) Changelog v5.3 build 22 (29/4/2018) - Added an another variant with changed package name for Pixel users - Fix crash when launching some apps v5.3 build 17 (25/4/2018) -
Align all apps search bar by rounding translationY to the nearest pixel - Fix shortcuts disappearing in at a glance area v5.3 build 16 (24/4/2018) - Fix microphone button opacity in new search bar style v5.3 build 15 (24/4/2018) - Add option to use auto-theming on 8.1 v5.3.0 (31/3/2018) - Added notification swipe down
gesture - Removed Moto 5x4 fixed grid v5.2.0 (30/3/2018) - New dock style v5.1.1 (28/3/2018) - Fixed MM crash v5.1 (26/3/2018) - Added force round icon v5.0 (15/3/2018) - Based on Pixel launcher P-4623511 - Fixed settings buttons visible in all apps - Almost all features from v4.0.3 v4.0.3 (11/2/2018) : - Fixed crashes
when dragging shortcuts and when entering settings - Disable Samsung immersive when at home screen v4.0.2 (5/2/2018): - Fixed MM crashes from QSB v4.0.1 (4/2/2018): - Based on Pixel Launcher 8.1.0-4429924 - All previous mod ded features from v3.2.1 - Optimized some backported codes v3.2.1 (3/2/2018): -
Fixed crash when entering hide apps setting - Fixed top row disappearing if 'At A Glance' is disabled v3.2 (27/1/2018): - Added option to hide apps from drawer v3.1 (11/26/2017): - Added option to remove white gradient under dock - Should fix popup arrow on small screen v3.0.1 (10/26/2017): - Fix crash on MM v3.0
(10/26/2017): - Based on Pixel Launcher 8.1.0-4348501 - Automatic dark theme (for Android 8.1) - All previous modded features v2.0 (10/21/2017): - Add option to force colored Google logo - Add option to enable dark text - Add option to disable 'At A Glance' v1.8 (10/20/2017) : - Add option to force v1.7 round icon
(10/18/2017): - Correct crash settings on Lollipop - Set grid size on Moto device - Again Force colored Google logo on any wallpaper v1.6 (10/10/10 18/2017): - Increase pulldown notifications - Add options to power the included dark theme - Plus shortcuts to allow notification access - Hide Google Now Launch from app
drawer v1.5 (10/15/2017): - Add bottom margin for devices navigation bar v1.4 (10/15/2017): - Add support for Android 5.0 - Force Force v1.3 (10/15/2017): - Fix the strange accident on the Galaxy S8 - Add a round search bar in the app drawer v1.2 (10/14/2017): - Add support for Android 7.0 - Add a circle form to the
icon form selector (for Android O) - Show support for Android 7.0 - Add a circle shape to the icon form selector (for Android O) - Show the selector of the icon for Android O) v1.1 (10/14/2017): - Change the color of the accomplishment to a blue Pixel - Add a pull down to open a Known bug drawer notification - Date not
shown on L and M - Non-bug grey Google Logo - White screek is not a BUG Q FAQ: The notification badge is not working: Only work at 8.0 and above for now. Q: It crashed for me A: Attach a logcat when reporting an issue or it will be ignored. Q: Weather/At a Glance doesn't work A: Make sure your Google app is the
latest version and is installed as a system app and then try this. Q: My icon is not rounded up A: It's up to your ROM to decide which ones are used. Q: It says the App is not installed when I try to change my wallpaper. A: Install the Google Wallpaper app from the Play Store. Q: Does this launcher support icon packs? A:
No. Neither this nor the original launcher pixel supports the icon pack. But if you're rooting, you can use Pixel Launcher Mode to change the icon or use the icon pack. Q: I get an error saying The Application was not installed when I tried installing this launcher A: This launcher has the same package name as Pixel
Launcher. You need to uninsemble another version of Pixel Launcher first. If it is a system application, use the Magisk module to install this launcher. This mod variant with the new package name is now available. Q: I got an error saying There was a problem parsing the package when I tried to install A: Starting from
version 5 (based on the Pixel Launcher), this launcher only supports Android 7 and above. Q: The launcher crashed while launching several applications. A: This may be bugs in the WIP feature in the launcher. Workaround is to change the icon shape in the launcher settings. Telegram discussion group:
MPixelLauncher2 If you like my works, you can donate to me here. Enjoy. Please press thanks if you like this. [emoji4] Last edited: May 8, 2018 Reaction: tamalsarkar005, A2L265, LaLo Stark and 1,511 other reactions: Azzuen I got something new, all screen blank, no docks of swipe gestures working etc. Just swipe
down the gesture. Galaxy s7 snapdragon version. Edited: Yes got the black screen too, after locking the phone and from unlocking Reaction: Being_Adarsh and lulu60 Worked fine on oneplus 3t with the latest nougat official updates. But there is one question ... why my Google icon at the bottom of black'n'white? In the



first post video it was colored? But thanks for the modifications, what I'm looking for! Screenshot_20171013-223631.jpg Did not work HTC 10 black screen work on S8+ with Note 8 Port Page 2 Another black screen, Undelivered geotel notes, will test the unmodulated apk ---------- Post added at 11:03 PM ---------- Previous
posts are at 11:01 PM ----------Plide ----------Plide Work fine on oneplus 3t with the latest nougat official updates. But there is one question ... why my Google icon at the bottom of black'n'white? In the first post video it was colored? But thanks for the renovation, exactly what I'm looking for! it depends on the wallpaper
Working fine on HTC u11. thank you! Unfortunately do not see the picture below. Colorful wallpaper (from the Google wallpaper app itself) and still black'n'white. First I think it has to do with the Google Assistant, but actually the assistant is working with this modified version, there needs to be another reason. The truth is
that it depends on the wallpaper. The launcher worked fine on Nexus 5x Oreo. The Google bar changes its color with wallpaper. You've set you up using the Google wallpaper app. If you set it from pixel 2 direct wallpaper you get this: Screenshot_20171014-020424.jpg Reaction: MungoHigh Works great in N5x, the feed
is left on the home screen. I can't figure out why, but when I tried an untadded version first and opened the Google app (coz feed doesn't work there) it opens with 3 tabs at the bottom, which doesn't happen with this one Can you please add iconpack support, the possibility to hide apps from drawers and swipe down for
notification signals? Then you're really going to be my hero and then you've made the perfect launch for me Do anyone get this worked for android 6.0 Page 3 LG G4 H815 at 6.0 - unqualible version: crashes once I change launch – moded version: frozes in black screen as soon as I try to launch a launcher If someone
else knows workaround for G4 , with or without GoogleNow LG G4 H815 at 6.0 - untested version: crash once I change the launch - moded version: frozes in the black screen as soon as I try to launch a launcher If someone else knows workaround for G4 that would be great, with or without GoogleNow I have the same
issue, which annoys me to run Android 6.0 Reaction: The Original Advantages of Leppa S7 running android version 7.0 Modded have a black screen and lock and unlock the phone carrying wallpaper forever seconds and then return to the black screen. Perfect work on the Nexus 6p ?? The whole fine work on my
noodles 6 except for some things 1. There was a glance at animated when I closed the app on the home screen, as you can see in my gif attached 2. Is there any way to make the home screen look better for users of non-soft capacity buttons? The search bar looks awkward at the very bottom of the screen and my 6
cant noodles allow a soft capacity button reaction: jpkovas Working great at NOS Huawei P9 with EMUI 5.0.1 gets a black screen. Hi. Great job on a new pixel launcher and very fast too! Work beautifully on my galaxy S8 modify rom! . Can I request to enable the Round Icon as on the original pixel? I hope and I positive
it's something you do! Thank you and a great job!! Not working on me I am S8, black screen, I hope someone finds workaround soon or it will be set soon! Edit : Update 1.1 does not change anything about the first no home screen then black screen and sometimes accident conditions. Also cannot make a logcat because
the phone is not rooted :/ Last edited: 14 Oct 2017 Thank you for your feedback. Here's a new version. Changelog v1.1 (10/14/2017): - Change the color of the acoustics to a blue Pixel - Add a pull down to open a notification drawer For those with a black accident/screen, please attach the logcat if possible. I'll try to fix it
if I can. Reaction: cMACr, mspasov, drziddo and 1 others Or what about users who cannot uninstall this?? Wtf You may need to clear the default before you uninsemble this ---------- Post added at 02:44 AM ---------- The previous post is at 02:43 AM ---------- Thank you for your feedback. Here's a new version. Changelog
For those with accidents/black screens, please attach the logcat if possible. I'll try to fix it if I can. Thanks for this I installed now Page 4 Does anyone have a magic module to get the transparent bar and icon feedback working? The guy on Google's reddits drive down. Reaction: jpkovas I could not install the launcher on
the Galaxy j5 (00M) I ran a remix remix 5.8.5, it says that it already has a package with the same name and so can not install, anyone heeeeelp I please? Screenshot_20171014-001140.png Last edited: Oct 14, 2017 I could not install the launcher on galaxy j5 (00M) I conducted a remix remix 5.8.5, it says that it already
has a package with the same name and so can not install, can I give light? Read the entire OP. Delete a long time ago. Sent from F8332 I use Tapatalk I could not install the launcher on the Galaxy j5 (00M) I ran a 5.8.5 remix remix, it says that it already has a package with the same name and so can not install, can
anyone give me light? Try and let me know if this works. Note - Use this if you get this uninstalled Application error – The package contradicts the last edited package: Oct 14, 2017 Reaction: akaplan479 Galaxy s8+, Snapdragon no roots. I get a black screen regardless of which version I installed. How do I get log files?
Edit: never, looks like I need to set up an Android studio? Last edited: Oct 14, 2017 Not working both the initial version and the try mode Xioami redmi 3s premiere &gt; rooted (magisk) &gt; miui 9&gt; markhhmallow = Black screen Xioami redmi note 4 &gt; non root &gt; miui 8 &gt; Nougat = Black screen logic &gt;redmi
3s prime On LG V20 (Sprint, LS997), Black screen on version 1. Free screen (w/wallpaper) on the 2nd version. In both versions, the notification shade works, the bottom menu works, if not responsible. I got a black screen on Moto G3 Page 5 Doesn't work on my LG G6. Not working on my G6 probably because of 18:9?
Should work with the Pixel 2 XL version of the launcher even hmm. When I pressed the house (the Pixel launcher) I got nothing on the home screen (like. (such as. just a blank screen and wallpaper) and then after a while it became black and says it crashed. ANy Help will be a great reaction: RobertMVazquez It's
working great just no weather? I think that has been added to this in mode. The sweep left for google now works well. I was in My Moto g5s using the Moto weather widget instead. Force closed on S7 Exynos 7.0 Working ok on n6p oreo shares. A little missed, but great work. Save a good work yo AND maybe add the
name to hide the app in the home screen ... Last edited: Oct 14, 2017 Thanks for your work. It works great on my nexus 6P with official orea, but just having a request, can you bring the shape of a circle icon back? It's working great just no weather? I think that has been added to this in mode. The sweep left for google
now works well. I was in My Moto g5s using the Moto weather widget instead. Have you enabled location? Thank you for your work. It works great on my nexus 6P with official orea, but just having a request, can you bring the shape of a circle icon back? Will be added in the next update. Sent from F8332 I used Tapatalk
I thought it came out I had to allow the weather on the home screen by clicking the options on the human thank you weather page it worked great! On Moto Z Play, the home screen has a 5-wide icon line as desired, but in the icon line drawer app only 4 wide that causes a lot of vain space. If this could be fixed, it would
be fantastic. What's different in moded? The Pixel 2 launcher was released not long ago. But some features only serve when installed as system applications so I decided to make this. My changes: - Enable google now and weather without installing as system applications - Enable notification badges for Android M, N -
Add drop-downs to open notification drawers - Fix blue folders on Xperia devices - Change the character color to blue Pixel Here are small videos in action. How to install? Easy. Just download the apk and open it. And don't forget to uninspy your old Pixel Launcher first (if you already have one). This was only tested at
7.1.1. If this works on another version of Android, please report it back. For those with an accident or black screen please attach a logcat. Changelog v1.1 (10/14/2017): - Change the color of the acoustics to the blue Pixel - Add a pull down to open the Drawer Of Enjoy notifications. Please press thanks if you like this.
Can not install on My Moto G Turbo running AOSP Extended ROM with Android 7.1.2 because it already has a pixel launcher installed as a system application. How do I use your mode? Page 6 can install on my Moto G Turbo running AOSP Extended ROM with Android 7.1.2 because it already has a pixel launcher
installed as a system application. How do I use your mode? Use a file explorer with root access and delete it in /system Sent from F8332 I use Tapatalk Very nice, fine his work on my nexus 5 with android 8.0 (UA Project by @amaces) :well: thank you But no option to change the icon shape, will you allow it in the next
build? Thank you very much Last edited: Oct 14, Oct, Very nice, fine his work on my nexus 5 with android 8.0 (UA Project by @amaces) : well: thank you But no option to change the icon shape, will you allow it in the next build? Thank you very much Enable developer options in settings and you'll see options. I'll remove
that limitation later. Sent from F8332 I used Tapatalk Reaction: sigitbone Thanks for your work, which worked well on MI A1, was not rooted, stocked 7.1.2. Only the notification badget doesn't work, perhaps in the next release? Tapatalkkal küldve az én Mi A1 eszközömről System Settings -&gt; -&gt; special access -&gt;
notification access. Sent from F8332 I used Tapatalk Ya I did it sorry. But the new options in the settings didn't work for me. See the same item as the old versions of Enviado desde mi ONEPLUS A5000 mediante Tapatalk I think this only works in 7.1 and 8.0 It will get a screencade for 7.0 users including me with Moto
g4 plus Conflict is due to some of the roms currently installed with non-functional pixel launchers on S7 edge Exynos Page 7 I realized a blank screen issue on Android 7.0 and below. But no one posts the logcat yet so it's impossible to fix it. Sent from F8332 I use Tapatalk Works fine on OnePlus 2 using lineage os14.1
seems a bit left behind sometimes, unsure whether it is a launcher. But overall a great launcher It's not rooted in for devices without a Pixel Launcher as a system application. I assume that you're rooting because you're running a custom ROM. Sent from F8332 I use Tapatalk yes, I won't blame you for assuming it. With a
better ROM today, I find little reason in rooting when most things can be done without it. Although, I was surprised it worked on Mi A1. Doesn't that have the launcher installed any? Saying that the app is updating and internal applications. and after that the name of this application contradicts the internal application name
---------- Post added at 07:56 AM ---------- The previous post was at 07:55 AM ---------- How to do it? Not working on HTC ONE M9 NOUGAT 7.0. Installed the first: Black screen. My own wallpaper doesn't load, try a few times the latter just to see. My wallpaper appeared but that's it. Nothing else is on the screen other than
the time date of my system and others yes, I'm not going to blame you for assuming it. With a better ROM today, I find little reason in rooting when most things can be done without it. Although, I was surprised it worked on Mi A1. Doesn't that have the launcher installed any? Noodles A1 have a Pixel Launcher but it's
something that looks similar. Sent from F8332 I used Tapatalk Reaction: deepesh_p Mi A1 doesn't have a Pixel Launcher but it's something that looks similar. Sent from F8332 I use Tapatalk Can be an AOSP3 Launcher. Anything thanks for the progression however. Hope to prepare it soon even for a consumer scenario
like me, perhaps through a change of APK name, or through calming like Lawnchair. Page 8 seems to be colored only if you use calming the wallpaper directly of the beach. Sent from F8332 I use Yup. I can confirm this. The search logo appears colored with the beach's live wallpaper alone. It shows the tired white logo
for another wall.:well: Someone attaching a logal please The Pixel 2 Launcher was released not long ago. But some features only serve when installed as system applications so I decided to make this. My changes: - Enable google now and weather without installing as system applications - Enable notification badges for
Android M, N - Add drop-downs to open notification drawers - Fix blue folders on Xperia devices - Change the character color to blue Pixel Here are small videos in action. How to install? Easy. Just download the apk and open it. And don't forget to uninspy your old Pixel Launcher first (if you already have one). This was
only tested at 7.1.1. If this works on another version of Android, please report it back. For those with an accident or black screen please attach a logcat. Change Enjoy. Please press thanks if you like this. good job! The launcher lags slightly while swipe to open and close the app drawer. Not sure if this happened only on
my device. Using Le2 X526 with lineage os 14.1. Installed on 6p with Oreo 1. Google's logo is oily 2. The folder icon is smaller than the previous Google launcher 3. The app drawer has an old search bar above 4. Unable to make round the icon, not an option yet in the installed launcher settings at 6p with Oreo 1.
Google's logo is oily 2. The folder icon is smaller than the previous Google launcher 3. The app drawer has an old search bar above 4. Can't make round the icon, not an option yet in the Btw launcher setting of the disposal I installed the first APK: what's the second modified APK? Google feeds - on the left swipe: I can't
swipe a card away as in the google app? Is this new bug or feature? Sent from Nexus 6P I use Tapatalk Installed at 6p with Oreo 1. Google's logo is oily 2. The folder icon is smaller than the previous Google launcher 3. The app drawer has an old search bar above 4. Can't make round the icon, not an option yet in
google Feed launcher settings – on the left swipe: Can't swipe a card away as in google apps? Is this new bug or feature? Sent from Nexus 6P I used Tapatalk Me instead of Reaction: cink40 On Lg G4 7.0 Nougat I just saw a blank screen and nothing happened. I've tried to make a logcat, but it's the first time for me so I
don't know if I'm making something wrong.... If so, please let me know and I will try again! Thanks for your last edited task: Oct 14, 2017 Black Screen. Moto G5+ shares, no roots. Android 7.0 Hope the circle icon arrives in future updates! Although not working for me, ATM, I am want to thank the OP for this! Lol? On Lg
G4 7.0 Nougat I just saw a blank screen and nothing happened. I've tried to make a logcat, but it's the first time for me so I don't know if I'm making something wrong.... If so, please let me know and I will try again! Thanks for your task You go to command prompts on your computer, switch to an adb folder and then
perform ad logic &gt; name name You might get a blank file, just go to the folder option, show a file extension, go back to the adb folder and then put .txt in the end and it should open in notepad @pophomb really appreciates the modifications and no doubt it goes well on my phone. Minor modifications are required for
phones that don't have an on-screen navigation bar. there is no gap between the Google search bar and the end screen. only the height bar is 1 pixel. Please put the search bar a little higher so that it looks better. I use OnePlus 5. Last edited: Oct 14, 2017 Page 9 Blackscreen on oppo f3 plus doesn't know what logcat is
so can't attach Logcat is something that helps developers diagnose problems with their apps if you don't know how to make one I'll guide you 1. Get ADB to your computer and place it in the root of the C 2 drive. Get developer options on your phone by tapping the built-in number 7 times (you can find a built-in number in
about the phone) 3. Go to ADB by typing c:/adb and press enter 3. Connect the phone's ADB device and type it and then on your phone if you get a dialog about allowing an ADB connection just tick the check box and click OK 4. Then type in the ADB login &gt; .txt 5. Then press Ctrl + C to exit logging 6. Then go to the
ADB folder and rename the blank file if you have one to log.txt Then you can upload it here ---------- Post added at 10:38 AM ---------- The previous post is at 10:28 AM ---------- Here's logged You're using android 6.0 Edit: I can't attach a logcat so I put it in google drive Reactions: ace-user You go to the command prompt
on your computer, switch to an adb folder and then perform adb logcat &gt; file name.txt you may get a blank file, just go to folder options, show file extensions, return to the ADB folder and then .txt in the end and It should be opened in notepad But are the files I've attached wrong? @pophomb really appreciate the
renovation and no doubt it went well on my phone. Minor modifications are required for phones that don't have an on-screen navigation bar. there is no gap between the Google search bar and the end screen. only the height bar is 1 pixel. Please put the search bar a little higher so that it looks better. I use OnePlus 5.
Turn on the button on the screen and enjoy. It works clearly like I'm using a pixel 1 launcher. But, I think the Google search bar at the bottom needs to be pulled a little upwards. And btw, can anyone give me some tutors to use the icon pack? (I do not know it can be used in this launcher or not) Hi work thank you very
much. Is it possible to add a hide icon? Many VR app icons that I want are hidden are available in daydream cameras and Xperia add-ons I want to be hidden. If there is such a possibility it will be great. Not working any launcher. Android black screen 7.0 1.09.2017 security patches Sent from My Motorola Moto G (4)
using the newly released XDA Labs Version. 7.0 is now supported thanks for @Bosstazem logging. v1.2 v1.2 - Add support for Android 7.0 - Add a circle form to the icon form selector (for Android O) - Show the selector form of the icon without having to enable developer options (for Android O) [/QUOTE @paphonb Is it
normal that I can't swipe cards on google now feed when I start feeds with left swiping? When I start google now apps from an app drawer or screen, the app works like before – I can swipe the remote card usually ... Sent from Nexus 6P I use the New Tapatalk version removed. 7.0 is now supported thanks for
@Bosstazem logging. v1.2 (10/14/2017): - Add support for Android 7.0 - Add a circle form to the icon shape selector (for Android O) - Show the icon shape selector without having to enable developer options (for Android O) Verify working on S8 + Exynos!! thank you? Page 10 New version is released. 7.0 is now
supported thanks for @Bosstazem logging. v1.2 (10/14/2017): - Add support for Android 7.0 - Add a circle form to the icon designer (for Android O) - Show the icon form selector without having to enable developer options (for Android O) Still do not work on my S8 with 7.0 / August security patches, Now it doesn't have a
black screen or background alone, it's just an accident and never really open! Quick edit: find outing now can access launcher settings in launcher settings-&gt;launcher sequence-&gt;like fast-&gt; but try different things and don't change things, also my S8 is last edited exynos: Oct 14, 2017 On a Pixel XL that I don't
mention I can't uninstall my pixel launcher to install the Pixel. Disposal in the application settings, only disable (gray) and force stops. I installed another launcher and stopped the pixel 2 Launcher as the default. Is this an 8.0 issue? Works perfectly on the magic of Android 7.0 cubots On the unknowing Pixel XL running
8.0. I can not uninstall my pixel launcher to install Pixel 2 Launcher. Disposal in the application settings, only disable (gray) and force stops. I installed another launcher and stopped the pixel 2 Launcher as the default. Is this an 8.0 issue? This mode is made to fix issues on non-Pixel devices. If you have the Pixel, you
need to install the original without mode. Sent from F8332 I use Tapatalk This mode is made to fix issues on non-Pixel devices. If you have the Pixel, you need to install the original without mode. Sent from F8332 I use Tapatalk Thank you for the response. I still get an app error not installed when trying to install that
without mode as it tries to update the pixel launcher on my device. And I can't seem to uninstall a standard Pixel launcher from my xl pixel to install a fresh apk. Amazing but working on my galaxy s8+ for some user s8 it works but for most others it doesn't work how it can? Thank you for the response. I still get an app
error not installed when trying to install that without mode as it tries to update the pixel launcher on my device. And I can't seem to uninspil a standard Pixel launcher from my pixel to install fresh apk. All apk in this thread are customized. For the original version please go here. Reaction: Crix.Ful92 and TheTqM I have
loaded down all apk. They should not be installed on my mi5s with RRN OS (7.1.2 Nougat). After typing android apk installer report syntaxis correction in apk What is the way to install it? Sent from MI 5s Plus I use the free XDA mobile application works perfectly gr5 2017 android 7.0 I tried all versions, and not
customized in the system .... and does not work on Meizu Pro 6 (Android 6.0 - Flyme 6.7.4.28G) blank screen. Thank you for your work! A new version was issued. 7.0 is now supported thanks @Bosstazem logging. v1.2 (10/14/2017): - Add support for Android 7.0 - Add round shapes to icon shape chooser (for Android
O) - Show icon shape selector without needing to empower builder options (for Android O) to work on galaxy s7 nougat 7.0 However, weather and calendar events do not work Last edited: Oct 14, 2017 Page 11 Works perfectly! Thank you man! Anyone know how to swap all the color apps bg? It does not work editing
.xml inside. Works great on the HTC 10. Thank!! May I know how the Glance widget works? I have linked the Google Calendar and set events but it does not show on the Last P9 I edited: Oct 14, 2017 I use redmi notea 4 (Snapdragon 625) as well but the nav bar button has a gray color I do not know how to make it
colorless i on RR rom 7.1 Page 12 Works great at NOS Oreo. What are the ways to get colored G icons in the search bar? Chrome was not shown in recent times after establishing this launch. Last edited: Oct 14, 2017 Problems encountered in the calendar widget. I add in the calendar of events in a period of 30
minutes, it shows on the widget. I removed the event from the calendar, it remains on the widget and if I click it says the event is not encountered. How to show the weather please... The notification badge does not work in the latest 1.2 for Nuggat Edit: Got it to work by granting launch access to the Last edited
notification: Oct 14, 2017 Almost perfect work on nexus 6P (Stock Oreo). There is only one problem with the Chrome icon, it contains a white border. It looks like an icon not adjusting. Just like on the screen catch on #210 doesn't work on my S8. Correct it silae Works almost perfectly on Nexus 6P (stock Oreo). There is
only one problem with the Chrome icon, it contains a white border. It looks like an icon not adjusting. Just like on the screenshot on #210 Chrome has not shown in recent times for me. May I check and authenticate? i tried this on LP ROM stock on Lenovo K5 Plus, it forced it closed and said application is closed. try both
modded and others. Cuba on the LG G3 and the screen goes Black problem found on the widget calendar. I add in the calendar of events in a period of 30 minutes, it shows on the widget. I removed the event from the calendar, it remains on the widget and if I click it says the event is not encountered. So is oreo stock,
the Nexus 5x. I swapped the wallpaper and the show was removed from the widget Last edited: Oct 14, 2017 Reaction: tegios Works just fine on my Huawei P10 Lite. No notification can not remove a Google Now card after I read it by swipe them. Enviado desde mi WAS-LX1A mediante Tapatalk I have another Pixel
launcher and I have a problem because I fitted into recovery and I do not know how I can uninstalle this? Page 13 Worked just fine on my Huawei P10 Lite. No notification documents, can't remove Google Now cards after I read them by swipe them. Enviado desde noodles WAS-LX1A mediante Tapatalk This is the way
stock pixel launchers have been for several months. You need to click overflow to reject the card.. No more swerpy reactions: Flixos This is the way stock pixel launchers have been for several months. You need to click overflow to reject the card.. No more swipe Well, I've been using Lawnchair lately, perhaps that's why
I didn't realize it. Thank you for the indicators; but the t way is, I've also found a bug that has been mentioned with a widget at a glance; The erased event still shows itself on it. Enviado desde noodles WAS-LX1A mediante Tapatalk Reaction: Kris Nelson Well, I used Lawnchair lately, probably that's why I didn't realize it.
Thank you for the indicators; but the t way is, I've also found a bug that has been mentioned with a widget at a glance; The erased event still shows itself on it. Enviado desde mi WAS-LX1A mediante Tapatalk I have this too.. I'm sure the devil will get it sorted? My phone doesn't have a screen button, so I've added some
margins to the quick search box, now it looks better. Modified apk attached. you are the best!!! Google's now feed page is the old one, you know why? And my phone gets a warning message when I install your apk, can you fix it? Last edited: Oct 14, 2017 Works great on S8+ thanks to Working great on Zuk Z2. I run it
with LineageOs. The only issue I saw was that after installing the original modded version, my notification lights stopped working. I went to the setting and turned it off and came back again, and I also tried the reboot, but the notification light still doesn't work now and it works before installing this launcher. I just
downloaded v1.2 and was ready to install it. Work we@paphonb to bring a new launcher-acrypted version to our non-Google phones. thank you!! Question: Application shortcuts (old pressing icons for additional options) aren't supported in this launcher? I have them in my default launcher (7.1.1) but they are available in
the pixel launcher application as well and they work there =/UPDATE; Never. They worked as soon as I set the launcher as the last permanent default edited: Oct 14, 2017 Can't take animated screenshot here's a GIF that I don't think we're talking about the same thing.. I said on your Google feeds page ... You can't just
swipe away cards on pixel launchers like on a Google Now launcher because Google changed it a few ago in the Pixel.. Page 14 I don't think we're talking about the same thing.. I said on your Google feeds page ... You can't just keep the card away on pixel launchers like on Google Now Launchers because Google
changed it a few ago in the Pixel.. To me that's a Google feed ... Where all my cards appear. But if you're referring to the Google app, you can also swipe left to reject it. Here's a gif that works like a charm on the Nexus 5 with DarkRom 7.1.2. I installed modded v1.2, the google card is there. If you have a shadow/opaque
navbar on homescreen, just stop &amp; data is clearly the Pixel launcher then opens again. You also need to set notification access, in your settings to enable dot notificaton (android 7.0 ups) Working great on Essential Phone So? You can no longer swipe a remote card in the new google app for arm64. Google if you
don't believe me. I think there are articles about Android center too... Sent from Nexus 6P I use the male Tapatalk Haha I believe you. What do you want me to tell you? Let's just say later that I told anyone with an Android phone instead of an Arm64: that you can still swipe to sack a card on Google. Last edited: Oct 14,
2017 For me it's a Google feed... Where all my cards appear. But if you're referring to the Google app, you can also swipe left to reject it. Here's a GIF We're not talking about the same thing.. you're talking about swipe right for the Google feed page.. Yes that works the same.. We're talking news cards in Google feeds..
You can't swipe them anymore as Google means on the Pixel Launcher. swipe away news cards in Google feeds on Google Now Launcher are still available.. hopefully that won't clean this up to ---------- Post added at 04:33 PM ---------- Previous post was at 04:31 PM ---------- I'm a Google feed... Where all my cards
appear. But if you're referring to the Google app, you can also swipe left to reject it. Here's the gif That drawers your app.. lol ---------- Posts added at 04:35 PM ---------- Previous posts are at 04:33 PM ---------- Can't take animated screenshots so here's your GIF And that's your home screen.. Can you not send a
screenshot of what I requested.. your Google Feeds page? Working fine on Doogee Shoot 1 runs LOS 14.1 We're not talking about the same.. you're talking about swipe right for the Google feed page.. Yes that works the same.. We're talking news cards in Google feeds.. You can't swipe them anymore as Google means
on the Pixel Launcher. swipe away news cards in Google feeds on Google Now Launcher are still available.. Hopefully that won't clear this ---------- Post added at 04:33 PM ---------- Previous post is at 04:31 PM ---------- That's your app drawer.. lol ---------- added at 04:35 PM ---------- Previous post was at 04:33 PM ----------
And that is your home screen.. Can you not send a screenshot of what I requested.. your Google Feeds page? The truth is that it's really stupid, if you're using the latest Pixel launcher and google apps on arm64 phones, swipe away is no longer possible – not on feeds and not in apps, but if you're using Google now the
remote swipe launcher still still disable the Google app if you ask me ... Sent from Nexus 6P I used Tapatalk Reaction: tegios and Kris Nelson Droid Turbo 2 shares 7.0 V 1.2 worked fine. Swipe for Google Feeds works. The weather works. Using Google Wallpaper. Notification documents work in app drawers but not on
the home screen. Not a big deal for me, just give feedback. The animation in Google Feed is a little janky, but not bad. The home screen is liquid. Thank you OP! Sent from my XT1585 using Tapatalk Reaction: blackspark89 Can someone post an image of the Pixel Paunch settings page, I think my setting options are
limited. Thanks first Really wanted to use this but I didn't trust it. Edit: sorry, think I'm quoted. I mean the version edited with padding by search. It provides a security alert. Last edited: Oct 14, 2017 Page 15 I also installed version 1.2 on my Galaxy s8+. It all works great. But I don't see the option to allow dot notifications
in the launcher settings. Did you get it? Thanks In the release note he did not mention that he had sent dot notifications or quick shortcuts yet, I just switched to this port because I was waiting for Lawnchair to update to the pixel style 2. They have a dot of notifications and quick shortcuts. Love the guy. Running perfectly
on My Note 8 This new thing is called at a glance, just showing events from the calendar/gmail when it's 30 before starting time. It should show all the time of the next event. I tried a pixel launcher from the APK mirror. This is the problem in this launcher as well? This new thing is called a glance, just showing events from
the calendar/gmail when it's 30 before starting time. It should show all the time of the next event. I tried a pixel launcher from the APK mirror. This is the problem in this launcher as well? Yes, everyone I've tried has this same issue and there seems to be no setting to adjust the time to show the reaction calendar event:
Sandnes74 Page 16 This new thing is called at a glance, just showing events from the calendar/gmail when it's 30 before starting time. It should show all the time of the next event. I tried a pixel launcher from the APK mirror. This is the problem in this launcher as well? Yes, everyone I've tried has this same issue and
there seems to be no setting to adjust the time to show what calendar events What happens is you delete the events shown on the widget BEFORE the fire of events? Great stuff, thank you! On my Nexus 5X, I can swipe right for feed Now, however, I can't swipe away (left or right) cards I do with or aren't interested in. i
have a phone with a hardware navigation button, and the search bar is attached to the bottom of the screen and is not really esthetically pleasant. It would be nice if there was a bit of beetween space a screen bottm and a search bar like this, or just a toggle to add space (in case the phone doesn't have a screen nav
button). Can you add this feature or I ask too much?? Hi. Hi. for apk, it works great on my Moto G 2013, notification badge as well. I have one question. How can I get an Oreo adjustment icon like a sphere, which you can resize? I am on AOSPE 7.1.2, btw. Thank you first. Wow... Amazing... It's a thrilling job... Waiting to
pack now and so on. With a colored Google bar. And the round icon Is there any idea when it will... Don't you ever mind me being so agitated? Dot notices I work Sometimes, and sometimes No. Also have Problems with the Status bar of gray shadows and gray shadows is where I Open the menu. Galaxy S8 exynos
Great work on my Samsung Note 3. Google Does not panel works and everything ... I am in Lineage OS 7.1.2. I'll try it on my Note 4 when I get home, but it's actually running Android 6.0 I think. Page 17 On the Nexus 5x stock run Oreo has no roots almost perfect, only the icon is not round even though I chose scircle.
Inviato dal mio Nexus 5X utilizzando Tapatalk Only found the curious thing: after installing, the auto content feature stopped working. I don't know if he's related. Anyone else with the same? V1.3 works fines now on S8 with Exynos Wow... the round colored google bar above the app drawer looks great... it becomes
great if it is colored on the main screen.. also the work that galvanizes .... Like notifications mahn you are still down on my device. I am in Nougat btw Edit: dot works fine now. Thank. Last edited: Oct 14, 2017 Rootless Pixel Launch 2 for Android N&amp;O The Pixel 2 Launcher was released shortly. But some traits only
work when installed as a system application so I decided to create this. Features - Power google now and weather without installing as a system application - Power notification badge to N - Add pull down to open notification drawer - Correct blue folder on Xperia device - Switch active color to blue Pixel - Add round icon
shape for Nexus on stock O Here is a small video in action. Easy. Just download the apk and open it. And don't forget to pair your old Pixel Saddle first (if you already have one). It was only tested on 7.1.1. If this works on other versions of Android, please report it back. Download - View attachment 4302755 - View
attachment 4302362 - View attachment 4302055 - View attachment 4301799 Changelog v1.3 (10/15/2017): - Correct strange misfortune on Galaxy S8 - Add round search bar in app drawer v1.2 (10/14/2017): - Add support for Android 7.0 - Add a round shape to icon shape chooser (for Android O) - Show icon shape
picker without needing to empower builder selection (for Android O) v1.1 (10/14/2017): - Swap log colors for blue Pixel - Add pull down to open drawer questions prevalent Q: Notification badge does not work A: Read the directive here Q: It crashes for me A: Attach logcat when reporting an issue or it will be ignored
Enjoy. Please press thank you if you like this. I swear you are the best @paphonb lol Reactions: Leppa Origin and paphonb Last edited: Oct 14, 2017 I installed it on nexus 6. It is He and the news page works fine. The only thing that seems unchanged is the notification bar and the old icon. They don't look like in the
Page 18 video not showing calendar events, just the weather. Man... this or Lawnchair on My Purposes. He may need to be a Lawnchair still. Need that adjustment! Galaxy A5 2016 7.0 works perfectly with dot notifications and everything. The only 2 things I missed were the backorder shortcuts and the Great Work icon
specs. Thank! Hey, is there a way to force turn off the full screen mod while I'm in the yard at S8+? Just like the Galaxy S8 stock launch, so I don't have to turn the FS mod on and off every time I open the app / I go back to the main page? Thank! How do you get notification documents? Im on Customized 1.3 and I don't
have those settings&gt;apps&gt; type in the round icon (above, right)&gt; and you'll go in configuring the access menu specifications (at the bottom)&gt;tetanda access &gt; pixel launch that can be powered that' it! Sent from Moto G (5) Plus I use XDA Makmal Reaction: Indashio How do you get a notification point? Im on
customized 1.3 and I don't have them you need to allow notification access for the Pixel Launch app in the Android settings Apps part. After I did that the notification point began to show immediately. Reaction: AxiK. Sorry for this question, but is this a modded version to allow installing Pixel Launcher or customized with
creator style? I do not know pixel saddle full Thank you very much for the work for the s8. Just the last thing: - I do not shortcut Oreo / Nougat - Is it possible to cast a white shadow on the lower screen? The 19 Page App correction was not installed when attempting to change the wallpaper on the S8. Google wallpaper
application does not work on S8 so I do not want to install it, is it possible not to have it as negligent? [ Ot ] yes, I'm sorry. Zależy odd pixelu 2 (telefonie) też tak jest że logo dopasowuje się do kolorystyki tapety [EN]Depending on the wallpaper on pixel 2 (phone) also so that the logo is commensurate with the color of
wallpaper No. I changed a lot of wallpaper and there was nothing when the wallpaper was blue, white No matter Why not make the back drawer white widget?? Also in the app drawer, when using a fast band on the right for quick movement between applications, the gelangsar and belon with the letters that appear are
not aligned. Also a quick gelangsar on the drawer widget is not a blue pixel in color but that is aligned correctly with the letter belon Thank you Xperia XA ULltra, stock 7.0 Last edited: Oct 15, 2017 Question: Application shortcuts (long press icon for additional options) not supported in this launch? I have them in my
default (7.1.1) but they are available in the pixel launcher application 1 as well and they work there =/UPDATE; Never. They worked as soon as I set the launcher as a permanent default I didn't get them either. Maps for instance just carry Widget pop-ups and App Info. I don't see anything else. Others mi6/miui? How to
make animatuon distractions when closing the app on the home screen disappear? And i cant find allowing notification access on miui for launchers anywhere in the miui, otherwise this is perfection:well: Page 20 I noticed that if you set the wallpaper straight away and then switch back to the usual, G icon colored in the
search widget remains ....... until you switch to another wallpaper. Does anyone else have a very light and virtually invisible nav button? There's also a cloud effect at the bottom that makes it less noticed I noticed that if you set the wallpaper straight away and then switch back to the familiar, colored G icon in the search
widget remains....... until you switch to another wallpaper. Im not getting that. Once I switched from Lagos live wallpaper to anything else, my Google logo turned white. Force close when tapping on Google search in an App drawer on v1.3 Launched back to v1.2 with regular searches instead of Google - works well.
Nexus 5 @ 7.1.2 AOSP Is there anyone notice this cloudy effect at the bottom of the screen, noticeably when you use dark wallpaper, i convert it to light wallpaper, it helps reduce a little Sent from my Redmi Note 3 using XDA Labs Ii works fine on my HTC U11... Can icons be bigger? :S Page 21 I noticed that if you set
the wallpaper directly and then switch back to the usual one, the G icon in the search widget remains ....... until you switch to another wallpaper. As long as I'm in Lagos live wallpaper the status of G is colored. The minute I changed any other wallpaper it turned white. Finally work on my galaxy s8 + Thank you! One
thing.. some ways the application is not displayed in the display scaling menu on the S8. I can't get rid of white clock at the bottom of the screen? Anyone know how to scale the size of the icon? It looks small at 6p (as opposed to a pixel launcher from the amirz I'm using the dot Pixle 2 Launcher Notification currently
doesn't work Nice working on a launcher. But I can't get a dot notification to work. I use Nexus 6 running 7.1.1 Nougat. Yes we need to find a way to make this launcher using full scaling on the S8. Edited : Not 100% sure though. I don't think so. Some people using LG G6 had to scale to full screen and before that they
got a black bar. Not a fog ---------- Post added at 05:53 AM ---------- Previous post was at 05:52 AM ---------- I have a Note 8, is there any way to get the Pixel-style round icon? I use an app called an awesome icon. I don't think so. people using LG G6 had to scale to full screen and before that they got a black bar. Not a
fog ---------- Post added at 05:53 AM ---------- The previous post was at 05:52 AM ---------- I used an app called awesome icons. yes you are right. I saw op5 users getting this fog as well. Page 22 Thank you! Working on Nexus 6P Android 8.0? Try this out on Asus Zenpad 3S 10 and create a completely finicky folder. But
now don't let me make any folders with any of these mod installed icons I lose transparency of transparency navigation bar, can I correct transparency? Originally it was Thanks!!! Nexus 5x Android 8.0.0 works great. Only the thing I've noticed so far is that I can't swipe cards away on Google right now a feed page. Page
23 Why is the icon so small now? Just installed 1.4 updates and swipe up and down to open/close the app drawer as if it were becoming bewildering, it was noticeably the frame. Also a Problem with the washed bottom, also can be seen in the notification bar when You f.e. youse complete black wallpaper! The nav bar
icon is almost Invisible because they are completely light Gray. Anyway thanks for this fantastic Mode! It was something to do with Samsung I thought. I went back and watched a 2 xl pixel video to see if it had the same effect and it didn't but the nav button was firmer and looked As far as I remember it working in the
previous release bro. Can you fix the miui8 many icons have been changed, and look like a kitkat.... ---------- Post added at 08:29 AM ---------- The previous post is at 08:28 AM ---------- Can you set for myui8 many icons have been changed, and looks like a stick.. Worked perfectly on MI5 running Lineage 14.1 I on a redmi
4 note losing 14.1. Yes works perfectly well. One thing I noticed was that the search bar was placed very close to the edge of the screen. Could be better if there was little space between the bar and the bottom edge of the screen. I used on screen navbar to get a little offset between the search bar and the nav keys, it
was just a bit awkward that I had two nav bars. Physical and virtual. Haha but hey, it works just fine It works on Mi MIx running MIUI 9 Awesome but... Great, it worked for my phone [Cloudfone Thrill Plus] but there seems to be a problem when I try to change the wallpaper. It prompts that Apps are not installed. Is there a
repair for this one?. Hopefully one can help. Page 24 It's something to do with Samsung I think. I went back and watched the pixel 2 xl video to see if it had the same effect and it didn't but the nav button was firmer and looked I didn't think so ... i installed the standard version (without google now working) there it is like it
should ... The slightly white part at the bottom is getting more and more while attracting drawers. But definitely not like that in the modded version. Also not on the screen. The NavBar icon is also more visible. Surprisingly, it worked on my Samsung Galaxy A9 on marshmallow 6.0, however, glance not working for me and
it forced to close if I long pressed the icon? Hi I have 1.5 installed and there is a problem with pull down for gestures . When you have all the screen space occupied by icons or widgets there is really hard to use these gestures. Please correct this. LG G6 android 7.0 Thank you is the advance. Miron There are so many
requests for bottom margins. So here it is. Enjoy. v1.5(10/15/2017): - Add the bottom margin for the device without a navigation bar telling me please how on version 1.5 to create a search string and in dark color badge? I don't think so... i installed the standard version (without google now working) there it is like it should
... The slightly white part at the bottom is getting more and more while attracting drawers. But definitely not like that in the modded version. Also not on the screen. The NavBar icon is also more visible. assume I don't have on the screen on my notes 8. And even watching a mkbhd video on the pixel 2 area of the bottom
fog is the same as the one shown on the modded for me, only the difference is the nav bar is more visible. Screenshot_20171015-035538.jpg Wow.. Up to v1.5 now? Im getting confused, the som is heavily added now. I want the same launcher as on the new Pixel.I I have a Nexus 6P, so wich verson is the right one for
me here? Wow.. Up to v1.5 now? Im getting confused, the som is heavily added now. I want the same launcher as on the new Pixel.I I have a Nexus 6P, so wich verson is the right one for me here? not so much, it still looks like the original pixel launcher. only a few minor adjustments. go for the latest Sent from my
Redmi Note 3 using XDA Lab Reaction: Sandnes74 Page 25 Thank you for your efforts and your fast development! One bug I came across was that not all apps that have customized the icon (Twitter, Pocket, Hangouts) show round icons and some Google apps have additional white frames (Chrome), which didn't
happen using Launchers on Nexus 6p I walked 8.0. Does this make sense for you? please add a circle shape to the icon shape selector and show the icon shape selector without having to enable developer options for Android 7.0:cry: Thank you very much for your work porting Pixel Launcher 2!! I wonder though if it's
possible to remove the Google search bar completely from the home screen! Page 26 After the bottom margin for non-navbar users, people with Amoled display will love a black menu drawer. ? I am a user with Amoled display. ? Perfectly working on Oneplus 5 Android 5.0 lollipop Date and the weather widget did not
show in Android 5.0 and also when I opened the launcher setting it accident please help me Reaction: cyberon Sent from SM-N920V I use Tapatalk Hi, the pixel launcher worked fine on my android 7.0 except notification I had enabled notification access to the pixel launcher in the settings as directed there was still no
success in making it work. General at 7.0.1 and I can verify that after allowing special notifications access the dot notification work. Everything works perfectly on one plus 5th with a combined ROM. Is it better to remove/reduce the white shadows at the bottom? Can u add features to use icon packs? Pack?
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